IRC appoints a new Technology Global
Practice Leader
November 29, 2019
Given the phenomenal growth in the global technology market, IRC Global
Executive Search Partners is leveraging on its deep knowledge, expertise
and understanding of the sector to enhance support to clients globally.
In the context, it has appointed Mr Gurdeep Hora as the new Global Leader of the
Technology Practice Group. Currently, he is also the IRC Asia Pacific Regional Leader
and the Managing Director of IRC India. He founded IRC India in 1989 and is amongst
the pioneers of executive search in that country.
An Electronics Engineer & alumnus of the prestigious Indian Institute of Technology, he
has a vast network and an inherent understanding of the dynamics of top technology
leadership and immense experience of executive search across continents.
“While technology companies are experiencing huge disruptive challenges from
emerging ideas and practices, we quietly help clients overcome issues through
identifying leadership talent capable of managing and growing in this complex
environment.
Coupled with our understanding of fundamental cultural dimensions, and
vast exposure to synergic technology and industrial talent, we add a
unique success factor to the organizations,” says Gurdeep S. Hora,
Global Practice Leader. He adds: “To transform into Leaders of the
Future, the leaders of today have to evolve a shared Vision and Purpose,
be innovative, agile, collaborative and responsive. To thrive and deliver, they have to
build a broad-based top talent pipeline and radically increase engagement with functional
experts, employees, and consumers.”
“Gurdeep is a respected leader within our profession and has deep
experience within the sector. He will bring much to this important practice
group of IRC,” says Rohan Carr, President of the IRC Executive Board

About IRC Global Executive Search Partners
IRC Global Executive Search Partners is a global professional alliance of executive
search firms, united in their commitment to support clients in sourcing and retaining key
leadership talent. Our partners are as culturally and geographically diverse as our clients.
Located in 90+ cities on six continents, IRC has the footprint and agility needed to serve
multinationals and SMEs with dedication and a personal touch.
IRC has a track record of more than 30,000 completed assignments for 3,000+ clients in
almost every conceivable industry segment and function. Ranked as the world’s largest
retained executive search alliance in terms of geographical coverage, IRC Global
Executive Search Partners embodies the best of both worlds – Globally Connected and
Locally Committed.
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